
 

 

                                   Timeline of Interesting Events 2002 - 2015 
 
When corporations make significant mistakes in business plans, be it acquisitions, projects, or other work, who 
really pays the price? Most of corporations boast about being “good citizens” but in reality, that is just an empty 
phrase, which, if repeated enough times, lure enough people to start believing in it. 
 
Large-scale retrenchments and dubious decisions continue to occur and they are direct “response” to inability 
of management to do what they are paid for: MANAGE PROPERLY. 
 
A need therefore exists to effectively manage retrenchments and ameliorate their effects which have serious 
implications, not only for individuals, but also for families, society and the country (Ngonini, 2001). 
 
If a company like HP, for example, “downsize” by close to 58,000 employees in period of several years, who is 
responsible for burden to society due to unemployment, stress to families and bread-winners, and diminished 
tax collections? 
 
Some random selection of events that raise lot of questions in 12-year period 2002-2015: 
 
2002 
Hewlett-Packard's 2002 acquisition of Compaq for US$24.2 billion has long been considered one of the 
worst mergers in the history of the technology industry. Most analysts thought HP overpaid, the pre-
merger value never materialized, and it kicked off a nasty proxy battle that distracted the board at an inflection 
point in the history of PC sales that let competitors gain market share. Reference 1. 
 
2004 
Rollout of a new ERP system: moving all of the HP's North American divisions into a single centralized ERP 
system ended up costing the company US$160 million dollars in backlogged orders and lost revenues, 
more than five times what the project was estimated to cost. Reference 2 and 3. 
 
2004 
EDS and the Child Support Agency 
 
Business services giant EDS waded in with this spectacular disaster, which assisted in the destruction of the 
Child Support Agency (CSA) and cost the taxpayer over a billion British pounds. 
 
EDS's CS2 computer system somehow managed to overpay 1.9 million people and underpay around 
700,000, partly because the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) decided to reform the CSA at the same 
time as bringing in CS2. EDS was acquired by HP at a highly overpriced value in 2008. Reference 4. 
 
2006 
Information leak to CNET news.com by some members of the Board of Directors. Resulted in resignation 
of few directors, significant share price drop, and large scandal in the media. Reference 5. 
 
 
2006 
Mercury Interactive acquired for US$4.5 billion. Two main products: LoadRunner and Quicktest 
Professional failed to gain major market share. Reference 6. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

2007 
From 4 January 2006 until its acquisition by Hewlett-Packard, Mercury Interactive was traded via the Pink 
Sheets as a result of being delisted from the NASDAQ due to noncompliance with filing requirements. On 3 
January 2006, Mercury missed a second deadline for restating its financials, leading to the delisting. 

Chief Executive Officer Amnon Landan, Chief Financial Officer Douglas Smith, and General Counsel Susan 
Skaer resigned in November 2005 after a special committee at the company found that they benefited from a 
program to favourably price option grants. The committee found that, beginning in 1995, there were 49 
instances in which the stated date of a stock option grant was different from the date on which the option 
appeared to have been granted. In almost every case, the price on the actual date was higher than the price 
on the stated grant date. A former Chief Financial Officer, Sharlene Abrams, later associated with the financial 
misreporting, had resigned previously in November 2001. 

The Chief Executive Officer, Amnon Landan, also was found to have misreported personal stock option 
exercise dates to increase his profit on transactions three times between 1998 and 2001. In addition, a 
$1 million loan to Mr. Landan in 1999, which was repaid, did not appear to have been approved in advance by 
the Board of Directors and was referred to in some of the company's public filings with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission, but was not clearly disclosed. In 2007, the SEC filed civil fraud charges against 
Landan, Smith, Skaer and Abrams. Without admitting or denying the SEC's allegations, Mercury Interactive 
agreed to pay US$28 million civil penalty to settle the Commission's charges in 2007. Reference 7. 

 
2008 
HP Korea officials prosecuted for bribery. Police detained ten executives and officials of HP Korea on 
charges of receiving bribes from a sales agency in return for supplying goods at lower-than-market 
prices to the agency. Reference 8 and 9. 
 
2008 
On May 13, 2008, HP confirmed that it had reached a deal with EDS to acquire the company for US$13.9 
billion. Market evaluated HP's US$8 billion loss on EDS purchase. Reference 10 and 11. 
 
2010 
System integrator EDS agreed to pay UK-based broadcaster British Sky Broadcasting (BSkyB) a total of 
£318 million (US$460.3 million) to settle its lawsuit over a failed CRM project. Reference 12. 
 
2010 
HP bought Palm for $5.70 a share, around US$1.66 billion. The related writeoff expenses break out like 
this: $885 million from the “impairment of goodwill and purchased intangible assets” was largely tied 
to WebOS and Palm, and $775 million in one-time charges were related to the wind down. Hence, 
US$1.66 billion to wind down WebOS, the crown jewel of HP’s Palm acquisition. Reference 13. 
 
2010 
On November 11, 2009, 3Com and HP announced that it will be acquiring 3Com for US$2.7 billion in cash. 
 
On April 12 2010, HP completed its acquisition of 3Com Corporation at a price of $7.90 per share in cash, or 
an enterprise value of approximately $2.7 billion. 3Com products failed to achieve major sales. Reference 14 
and 15. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

2010 
CEO Mike Hurd resigned his positions at HP on August 6, 2010, following an investigation into a claim 
of sexual harassment made by a former reality TV actress. The probe concluded that the company's 
sexual-harassment policy was not violated, but that its standards of business conduct were (internally, 
at HP staff were told that Mike Hurd “accidentally” claimed business expenses for a high-class call-girl 
for around three years). 
 
Shares of HP dropped as much as 8.4% in after-hours trading, hitting a 52-week low and shaving off 
US$9 billion in market capitalization, when news of his forced departure was made public. 
 

HP's board conducted an investigation with outside investigators and concluded that his conduct 
"exhibited a profound lack of judgment". HP's board insisted Hurd resign.  

Hurd received a severance payment from HP of US$12.2 million, plus other stock benefits, on the 
condition that he agreed not to pursue any legal action against the company. Reference 16 and 17. 

Mark Hurd then settled a lawsuit brought by his former employer that sought to stop him from working 
at rival Oracle Corp. Under the terms of the settlement, Hurd agreed to relinquish stock he was given in 
his severance package. The shares were worth nearly US$14 million. Reference 18. 

 
2010 
On September 30, 2010, Léo Apotheker was named as HP's new CEO and President. Apotheker’s 
appointment sparked a strong reaction from Oracle chief executive Larry Ellison, who complained that 
Apotheker had been in charge of SAP when one of its subsidiaries was systematically stealing 
software from Oracle. SAP accepted that its subsidiary, which has now closed, illegally accessed 
Oracle intellectual property. Reference 19 and 20. 
 

On September 22, 2011, Hewlett-Packard Co. named former eBay Inc. Chief Executive Meg Whitman its 
president and CEO, replacing Léo Apotheker. HP paid ousted CEO nearly US$10 million in severance and 
bonuses and let him keep 156,000 restricted shares, a hefty payout for an 11-month term that saw HP's 
share price dive 45 percent. In addition, he was reimbursed for relocating to France or Belgium, and 
compensated for any losses on the sale of his residence in California. 

2010 

HP and Cornell reach settlement in patent case. A nine-year legal battle ended June 4, when Cornell 
and Hewlett-Packard Corp. (HP) agreed to settle their legal differences. With the signing of a 
confidential settlement agreement, both parties withdrew appeals that were pending in the case. 
 
The dispute centered on the legal responsibility to pay reasonable royalties on patented technology. Cornell 
sued HP in 2001 for infringing the university's patent on electrical and computer engineering professor 
emeritus H.C. Torng's revolutionary invention that enables the central processing unit (CPU) -- the technology 
at the heart of the computer -- to work significantly faster. The patent is the seventh-most cited computer 
hardware patent in the United States. 

"We are pleased that Cornell's case against HP is concluded and are very satisfied with the outcome," said 
President David Skorton. Reference 21. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

2011 

On August 18, 2011, HP announced that it would strategically exit the smartphone and tablet computer 
business, focusing on higher-margin "strategic priorities of Cloud, solutions and software with an 
emphasis on enterprise, commercial and government markets" They also contemplated spinning off 
their personal computer division into a separate company. HP's consideration of a fundamental 
restructuring to quit the 'PC' business, while continuing to sell servers and other equipment to 
business customers, would have been similar to what IBM did in 2005. However, after a brief review 
(there were no buyers!), HP decided their PC division was too integrated and critical to business 
operations, and the company reaffirmed their commitment to the Personal Systems Group. 
 
2011 
HP purchased Autonomy in 2011 for US$11.1 billion. However, only a year later, HP was forced to write 
down the acquisitions' value by US$8.8 billion. A whistleblower then came forward, stating that hardware 
sales conducted by Autonomy were often conducted at a loss. As a result, HP has accused the firm of 
accounting fraud, which remains an ongoing saga. Reference 22 and 23. 
 
2011 
On June 15, 2011, HP filed a lawsuit in California Superior Court in Santa Clara against Oracle. The long 
battle, with undisclosed high legal costs, eventually achieved that Oracle continues to provide support 
for HP-UX on Itanium, but failed to gain any market share for Oracle DB. The compensations from 
Oracle were delayed until now. Reference 24 and 25. 
 
2010/2011  
HP settled E-Rate fraud charges. HP paid US$16.25 million to settle a case that resulted in jail time for a 
school district's former chief technology officer and computer reseller of HP equipment. 
 
The case, triggered by a whistleblower, involves bribery and passing along insider knowledge on contracting 
needs to win school district contracts that included US$17 million in HP equipment, the FCC said. It was a 
scheme with some colorful elements to it, including the purchase of a 46-foot fishing yacht that cost 
US$305,000, called "Sir Verza" and then a second larger yacht, named "Sir Verza II," a 58-foot vessel 
costing US$800,000. 
 
There were trips and 2004 Super Bowl tickets, played in Houston that year between the New England Patriots 
and the Carolina Panthers, with the Patriots winning 32 to 29. Reference 26. 
 
2012 
HP paid Intel US$690 million to keep Itanium on life support. After a Santa Clara County Court judge 
ordered court documents unsealed in HP and Oracle’s angry dispute centering on Oracle’s decision stop 
supporting the processor that runs HP’s high-end servers. 
 
In 2008, HP agreed to pay Intel US$440 million dollars over five years - between 2009 and 2014 - to keep 
producing the Itanium chips. HP would also have to pay for the cost of the processors it ordered. Then 
in 2010, the two companies signed another US$250 million deal that would keep Itanium on life support 
through 2017. 
 
Because HP didn’t disclose this deal to its customers, Oracle says that HP was engaging in fraud, but the 
judge in the case, James Kleinberg, apparently didn’t agree. Reference  
 
2012 
The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) announced that HP agreed to pay a civil 
penalty of US$425,000. The settlement resolved staff allegations that HP knowingly failed to report 
immediately to CPSC, as required by federal law, that certain lithium-ion battery packs contained a 
defect or created an unreasonable risk of serious injury or death. Reference 27. 
 



 

 

July 2012 
GM axed US$2.5Bn HP outsourcing contract. General Motors’ CIO Randy Mott signaled the end of 28 
years of pioneering outsourcing deals by announcing that he was returning 90% of outsourced 
services back in-house. HP’s approximately $700m per annum (including hardware provisioning) 
outsourcing contract was shut down. 

Two companies effectively pioneered outsourcing in the 1980’s, General Electric and General Motors. General 
Electric spent the last five years exiting its large scale outsourcing interests and investments and now General 
Motors was doing the same by stating that they will transition services over the few years and will be recruiting 
thousands of IT staff worldwide. Few people remember that Mott was CIO of HP and oversaw that 
company’s global restructuring of IT operations but left to avoid the short lived “Leo era”. Reference 
28. 

September 2012 
Three former Hewlett-Packard managers were charged in Germany in a corruption investigation over 
improper payments made to win a 35 million-euro (US$45 million) sale of computers to Russia about 
nine years ago. Reference 29. 
 
July 2013 
Australia ACCC: HP paid AU$3 million for misleading consumers and retailers. Reference 30. 
 
EOFY Oct 2013 
HP Australia suffers AU$270 million net loss and is seen as unprofitable for years ahead. 
Reference 31. 
 
2014 
HP pays US DOJ, SEC US$108 million to settle foreign bribery investigation in April 2014. 
Reference 32 and 33. 
 
2014 
HP reaches US$57 million settlement in shareholder lawsuit in April 2014. Reference 34. 
 
2014 
The Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) is pulling millions of dollars in investments out of three U.S. 
companies tied to the Israeli occupation of Palestinian territories in June 2014.  
 
In a close vote at its annual assembly in Detroit on Friday, the church voted 310-303 to divest US$21 
million from Caterpillar, Hewlett-Packard and Motorola Solutions. Reference 35 and 36. 
 
2014 

The class action lawsuit charges that HP has a common practice of misclassifying 9,800 Technical 
Solutions Consultants I- III, Field Technical Support Consultants I-III, and Technology Consultants I-III 
as exempt from overtime, thereby failing to pay them for all hours worked in violation of federal and 
state overtime pay laws. 

On February 13, 2014, U.S. District Court Judge Lucy H. Koh granted plaintiffs' motion for conditional 
certification of a Fair Labor Standards Act (“FLSA”) overtime action against their employer Hewlett-
Packard Company. Reference 37. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

2014 

HP to settle derivative litigation arising from Autonomy acquisition on 30 June 2014. 

HP’s board appointed an independent committee of directors to evaluate the claims asserted in the derivative 
suits and related demand letters, including claims that HP could assert against Michael Lynch, Autonomy’s 
former chief executive officer; and Shushovan Hussain, Autonomy’s former chief financial officer. Based on the 
committee’s recommendations, the HP board concluded HP had claims against Lynch and Hussain, among 
others. The board also cleared HP’s present and former directors and officers (other than Lynch) of any 
wrongdoing. 

HP met with lawyers for the shareholders in a mediation conducted by retired U.S. District Judge Vaughn R. 
Walker. The settlement announced was a result of that mediation. 

Under the terms of the settlement, HP and the lawyers for the plaintiffs in three suits have agreed: 

 Plaintiffs and their counsel at Cotchett, Pitre & McCarthy, LLP, and Robbins Geller Rudman & Dowd 
LLP will assist HP in bringing claims against Lynch, Hussain and potentially others. 

 All claims against current and former directors, officers and advisors of HP (other than legacy 
Autonomy officials and Autonomy’s advisors) related to or arising out of the Autonomy 
acquisition will be dismissed. 

 HP is in the process of adopting enhancements to policies and procedures in evaluating 
potential mergers and acquisitions that were developed with the assistance of plaintiffs and 
their lawyers. 

Reference 38. 

 
2014 
Chubby Checker and HP settle lawsuit over penis-measuring app. The singer Chubby Checker has settled 
a lawsuit in which he accused Hewlett-Packard of using his trademarked name without permission on a 
software app that purported to measure the size of a man's penis. 
 
HP denied liability in agreeing to settle with Checker, whose given name is Ernest Evans, but agreed not to 
make future use of his stage name, likeness or related trademarks. 

The settlement was disclosed in a Tuesday filing with the San Francisco federal court. Other terms remain 
confidential. Reference 39. 

 
2014 
A U.S. judge cast doubt on Monday over a proposed agreement struck between Hewlett-Packard Co 
and plaintiff shareholders to settle a lawsuit over the computing giant's botched acquisition of 
Autonomy Plc. 

At a hearing in San Francisco, U.S. District Judge Charles Breyer rejected several million dollars in fees that 
shareholder attorneys would have recouped under the settlement. "That's out," he said.  

In order to approve the remainder of the deal, Breyer said he would have to make further inquiries into whether 
dismissing claims against HP officers, including current Chief Executive Officer Meg Whitman, was fair for 
shareholders. 

HP announced a $8.8 billion writedown in November 2012, just over one year after buying Autonomy, 
and linked more than $5 billion to accounting fraud and inflated financials by Autonomy executives. 
The British company and its executives have denied any wrongdoing. 

Under the terms of the settlement reached in June, shareholder attorneys agreed to drop all claims against 
HP's current and former executives, including Whitman, board members and advisers to the company. 



 

 

HP, in turn, agreed to team up with the shareholder attorneys to bring claims against former Autonomy 
executives, including Chief Executive Michael Lynch. The shareholder attorneys would have recouped at least 
$18 million in fees. 

In court on Monday, HP attorney Marc Wolinsky disclosed that HP also intends to sue the British unit of 
Deloitte & Touche LLP [DLTE.UL] over its role in auditing Autonomy Plc. In a statement, Deloitte said any HP 
claim "would be utterly without merit and we will defend ourselves strongly against it." 

HP's allegations of accounting improprieties, misrepresentation and disclosure failures at Autonomy have 
prompted an investigation by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, as well as the UK's Serious Fraud Office.  

Multiple parties objected to the shareholder settlement, including former Autonomy Chief Financial Officer 
Sushovan Hussain. In court on Monday, Hussain's attorney John Keker called the deal a "whitewash" and 
asked that he be allowed to review internal HP documents that absolve Whitman and others of wrongdoing.  

"This is a joke," Keker said. "If it were a carcass, animals would walk around it, it stinks so much." 

Wolinsky said HP would vigorously contest Hussain's ability to review documents. In a statement, HP said it 
will continue with its bid to settle or dismiss the shareholder litigation. Reference 40. 

 
August 2014 
Hewlett-Packard Co. pleaded guilty to felony charges that former employees bribed Russian 
government officials for a contract, and the company has been fined $64.78 million ($US58.7 million). 
Reference 41. 
 
October 2014 

HP announced that the company is going to split into two smaller pieces. HP will continue as the printing 
and computer part of the business, serving the consumer, and Hewlett-Packard Enterprises will sell services 
like data-storage and consulting and products like servers to large businesses. Both revenue and earnings 
are down again, and how long will the U.S. market wait for a new tablet-like smartphone!? 

According to the current Customer Loyalty Engagement Index (whose rankings, by the way, correlate very, 
very highly with positive consumer behaviour toward brands and, axiomatically, with sales and profits, and 
whose 2014 Loyalty Leaders List will be released next week) HP is now rated 3rd of 10 brands in the MFP 
printer category – where they’re up against leaders like Konica Minolta and Canon. It’s worth noting that they 
were tied for 1st place this past January. HP is ranked 7th (of 12) in the computer category, against 
juggernauts like Apple and Samsung and price killers like Lenovo. We don’t currently measure hardware 
platforms and converged systems, but you have to expect that Cisco will have something to say about a new 
competitor. And as to smartphones. 

So you’d think that having smaller, more agile operating units would help to meet shifting consumer 
needs and expectations. It worked OK for eBay and PayPal. But to be frank, those brands were really 
seen as separate categories and brands by consumers to begin with. They were also rated #1 in their 
respective categories in the Customer Loyalty Engagement Index, so if splitting HP doesn’t seem as 
graceful and seamless as that kind of brand disengagement you’re not alone in that. Reference 42. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

October 2014 

HP increases layoffs AGAIN to 55,000, and more cuts are likely. HP first announced its layoffs plans in 
2012. Back then, HP said it would cut 27,000. By June of 2014, it had doubled the target, to 50,000, with 
36,000 employees already gone. 
 
On Monday this week, it bumped up the new layoff target, yet again, to 55,000. This news must be 
frustrating for HP employees. HP has been in a near-constant state of restructuring since 2008 when it 
bought EDS for $US13.9 billion (then-CEO Mark Hurd’s signature deal), which doubled its workforce to 
about 400,000. Since then, HP has been regularly cutting people, and has spent more than $US8 billion 
on restructuring charges. Reference 48. 
 
November 2014  
Costs for the split have not been disclosed. HP forecasts a charge of $600 million in 2015 related to an 
employee redundancy program that was announced in 2012 and increased at the time of the 
announcement of the split. Reference 43. 
 
November 2014 
HP has laid off 41,000 people (with about 9,000 people left to go) under its current downsizing plan for 
2014. They have been going through layoffs since 2008. The latest round, which began in 2012 as a 
plan to trim 27,000 employees, was expanded to 29,000, then to 34,000, and then, in May, to 45,000 to 
50,000. 
 
The layoff cost HP $US1.6 billion in its fiscal 2014, and it expects to save $US3.5 billion dollars when 
the layoffs are complete, applying some of that savings to R&D and product development hoping to 
get HP to grow revenues again. Reference 44. 
 
November 2014 
It took over a decade for Intel and HP to settle a lawsuit about fake performance scores for the Intel 
Pentium 4 processor. The class action lawsuit claimed: 
 
"Intel used its enormous resources and influence in the computing industry to, in Intel’s own words, “falsely 
improve” the Pentium 4’s performance scores. It secretly wrote benchmark tests that would give the Pentium 4 
higher scores, then released and marketed these “new” benchmarks to performance reviewers as 
“independent third-party” benchmarks. It paid software companies to make covert programming changes to 
inflate the Pentium 4’s performance scores and even disabled features on the Pentium III so that the Pentium 
4’s scores would look better by comparison. 
 
"Intel knew that these practices “would be considered dishonest by consumers,” but figured that “[i]f we do it 
right the only thing customers will see is that P4’s run faster than P3’s, hopefully shifting the marketplace to 
P4’s.” Intel succeeded in its plan, and as a result was able to charge an inflated price for the Pentium 4—
higher than both the Pentium III and the Athlon processor." 
 
The lawsuit also alleged that HP was complicit in misleading consumers because Intel shared not only 
the results but the flawed benchmark techniques. This meant HP knew the results were manipulated 
yet willingly helped Intel promote the benchmarks as if they were true and accurate. 
 
Now there has been an agreed settlement which means that nobody has admitted liability but a $15 
payment will be made to any customer who purchased a Pentium 4-based computer between 
November 20, 2000 and June 30, 2002. Reference 45. 
 

 
 
 
 



 

 

January 2015 
Hewlett-Packard Co., having failed twice to win court approval for its settlement with shareholders over 
the botched Autonomy Corp. acquisition, is going for a third try with a new accord shielding 
executives from blame over the almost US$9 billion debacle. 
 
A revised settlement agreement filed in federal court in San Francisco Thursday by attorneys for the 
company and investors would protect Hewlett-Packard and its management from any future 
shareholder lawsuits seeking to hold them accountable for the 2012 writedown. An earlier version of 
the settlement that would have insulated executives from what a judge called a “staggering” scope of 
potential lawsuits that have nothing to do with the Autonomy deal was rejected last month. U.S. District 
Judge Charles Breyer, who must approve the new agreement, said the previous agreement had little 
benefit for shareholders and didn’t protect their interests. Reference 47. 
 
February 2015 
The biggest scandal in release of Hewlett Packard Q1 earnings was not that, just as the Nasdaq is 
knocking on 5000's door, it reported revenues of $26.8 billion missing consensus expectations of $27.3 
billion, while beating non-GAAP EPS by 1 cent to $0.92 (up from $0.90 a year ago) entirely due to a 
massive reduction in outstanding stock and some truly gargantuan non-GAAP addbacks (GAAP EPS 
declined from $0.74 a year ago to $0.73) pushing the stock down 7% after hours.  

The biggest scandal was the company announced that having cut 44,000 workers so far, it will cut 
58,000 jobs by the end of 2015. From Bloomberg: 

 HP SAYS HAS CUT 44,000 JOBS TO DATE  

 HP SAYS EXPECTS TO CUT 58,000 JOBS BY END OF FISCAL 2015  

Just 10 years ago Hewlett Packard employed a total of 58,000 people in the entire US. 

Why is the company axing 58 thousand workers? Simple: so it can cut enough costs on top and 
continue to fund its now exponential surge in stock buybacks, which in the just concluded quarter was 
a record $1.6 billion, an increase of 178% from a year ago, and 66% more than the company spent on 
CapEx, in the process making its shareholders even richer while its management team get massive 
equity-linked bonuses. Reference 49. 

 
March 2015 

Hewlett-Packard agreed to buy Aruba Networks, a maker of Wi-Fi access equipment for businesses, for 
about $3 billion in HP’s biggest deal in more than three years. 

The deal would also be the first major transaction by the technology company since it announced plans to split 
itself in two last year. 

Under the terms of the agreement, HP will pay $24.67 a share in cash. That represents a roughly 34 percent 
premium to Aruba’s closing price on Feb. 24, the day before Bloomberg News reported the merger 
discussions between the two. Reference 50. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

March 2015 

HP Australia loses half a billion dollars in three years. HP Australia has racked up almost half a billion 
dollars in losses over the past three years, with its latest financial results revealing the company does 
not expect things to look up any time soon. 

The local arm of the global technology giant recorded a net loss of $152 million in its 2014 financial year ended 
last October, according to results filed with Australia’s corporate regulator ASIC on Wednesday night. 

It follows a $270 million loss in fiscal 2013, and a $58 million loss in 2012. The last time the company 
made a profit was in 2011, at $134 million. 

HP last year made the decision to write off $161 million in deferred tax assets - a step usually taken 
when a company does not expect to make profit in the immediate coming years. It was subsequently 
hit with a hefty tax bill of $165.9 million that year. 

The company now holds $270 million in unrealized tax assets, which it has not recognized as “it is not 
considered probable that future taxable profit will be available against which they can be realized”. Reference 
51. 

 

March 2015 

HP was seeking approximately $5.1 billion from Michael Lynch and Sushovan Hussain, who was the 
chief financial officer of Autonomy.  

In January, British authorities closed their investigation, citing “insufficient evidence for a realistic 
prospect of conviction.” The United States investigation is continuing. 

This month, a judge approved settlement of a lawsuit between HP’s shareholders and HP that was related to 
the Autonomy acquisition. The shareholder lawyers dropped all claims against HP and its executives, while HP 
agreed to some governance reforms and said it would pursue claims against Autonomy executives.  

HP also appears to be paying about $8 million in fees and costs to the shareholders’ lawyers, 
according to a subsequently published notification. Reference 52. 

 

April 2015 

The Indian Customs Tribunal will resume hearing the $403 million (Rs2,500 crore) Hewlett-Packard 
India (HPI) tax evasion case, which is one of the biggest customs disputes in India’s history, on April 6.  

The case comes from a Director of Revenue Intelligence (DRI) investigation in 2008, which alleged HP had not 
paid enough customs duties when importing certain products and spare parts into India. 

In 2010, the DRI sought $370 million in unpaid duty and penalties from HPI, a figure which was increased to 
$386 million by the Bangalore Commissioner of Customs, which then added a separate charge of $17 million 
against individuals. Reference 55. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

May 2015 

Hewlett-Packard, like all of its hardware-oriented tech rivals, has acknowledged that cloud computing is 
essential to the future. So yesterday’s HP earnings report has got to concern HP boosters. 

For its second quarter, software-as-a-service revenue, one measure of cloud success, was down 5% 
year over year. Overall software revenue fell 8% to $892 million from $971 million for the year-ago 
quarter; standard server revenue rose 11% to $3.1 billion from $2.8 billion; and overall enterprise 
services revenue including outsourcing fell 16% to $4.8 billion from $5.7 billion. 

HP has put its public cloud plan on the back-burner. 

It will still field sharable infrastructure for customers who want it, but HP no longer plans to build a 
massive-scale cloud to compete head-on with Amazon AMZN Web Services, Microsoft MSFT Azure and 
Google GOOG Cloud Platform. Given that HP did not have enough business to qualify, it fell off 
Gartner’s closely watched cloud infrastructure ratings that were posted this week.  

HP CEO and Chairman Meg Whitman reiterated that back-off from public cloud in an interview: 

“We are not in the public cloud business to compete with Amazon and Azure on a day-to-day basis in a race to 
the bottom for the lowest cost storage you can pull down from a public cloud.” 

Instead, HP will offer public-cloud like resources “in the context of our hybrid infrastructure story.” That is a 
head scratcher since it doesn’t match any commonly accepted description of public cloud. Poor cloud traction 
is likely one reason that HP still does not break out its cloud revenue. Reference 53. 

 

June 2015 

Technology giant Hewlett-Packard agreed to pay $100m (£65m) to some of its shareholders to settle a 
claim over its ill-fated acquisition of Autonomy. Dutch pension fund manager PGGM led the class 
action lawsuit, which claimed HP had misled shareholders with the acquisition. 

HP said it believed the claim had "no merit" but that it was "desirable and beneficial" to settle the case. 

"Further litigation would be burdensome and protracted," it said. Reference 54. 

 
September 2015 
HP Enterprise will axe additional 25,000 to 30,000 staff. The troubled IT giant told analysts it will have to 
make the redundancies as part of an effort to trim $2.7bn from its books. 
 
The axe will fall in Hewlett Packard Enterprise, which is one half of the HP split that formally concludes on 
November 1. 
 
According to HP Enterprise CFO Tim Stonesifer, the cuts will bring a $2.7bn GAAP charge with $2.6bn 
in cash payments to take place over the next three years. Once those charges have been absorbed, HP 
said it plans to save about $2.7bn annually from the reduced headcount, most of that coming from its 
Enterprise Services operation. 
 
The cuts come on top of the 58,000 jobs HP shed as part of an earlier series of redundancies set to 
wrap up in late October. Reference 56. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

September 2015 
 
HP is reportedly trimming staff in a shady, unethical way. Unnamed sources told Business Insider that 
HP contacted some hourly employees and asked them to become contract workers for a company 
called Adecco. Those who accepted lost all accrued vacation time, paid time off, benefits and seniority. 
Those who refused were terminated without severance. 
 
Some of the workers were given pay raises as a result of the new agreement, while others were paid 
lower hourly rates and given title demotions. The latest financial reports out of HP reveal that that 
company's revenues decreased 8.1% to $25.3 billion (around £16.1 billion, or AU$34 billion) last 
quarter. This is just one of the results of a sales decline that has plagued the company 15 of the last 16 
quarters. Reference 57. 
 
 
 
 
CPU Demise 
Since 2004, four proprietary CPUs and O/S technologies decommissioned or soon to meet deathbed by 
HP: 
 
Alpha 
HP e3000 
PA-RISC 
Itanium 
 
Operating System Demise 
Since around 2004, three proprietary operating systems decommissioned or soon to meet deathbed by 
HP: 
 
Tru64 (including excellent TruCluster and AdvFS) 
OpenVMS 
HP-UX 
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